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Why is information system so essential for running and managing a business today
Any company can be successful only when there is a consistent management of organizational and financial data with efficient information systems. Most companies have seen a deviation in the workflow process, due to precision and reliability. There is no alternative for the right information in the necessary time in the business world, where every
Industry turn rounds the "Internet of Things" this raised the need to innovate and develop the systems that can be implemented to Make information precise, which can be quickly accessed on demand. An effective information system can be entitled to a better planning organization, decision making, and therefore the desired results. How do modern
business influence information systems? With the constant change and evolution of customer preferences and requirements - companies that can bring innovative new and technicals can survive the market and continue to operate according to customer's demands. The implementation of the information system can benefit greatly in business and
helps control internal and external processes. The following is the benefits of the new products and services system any company seeking to improve and give a strong waiting in the future has to instill a well-organized commercial information system. One is can help analyze independent processes and allows organized work activities. Therefore, a
system of information authorizes companies to understand how the company generates, develops and sells the services or products. Information storage Keeping an activity log is important for all organizations, to understand the reason for problems and to provide solution for it. The business information system makes it simple to store operational
data, revision historic, communication records and documents. Data storage involves manually a lot of time and money. A sophisticated information system stores the information in the database that simplifies the process of finding the data easily. Simplified decision Business information system facilitates the decision process and simplifies the
process of delivery of the necessary information and therefore helps to make better decisions instantaneously. Negode behavioral change information system can be effectively implemented to help communicate better among employers and workers. Information systems work best because it stores documents and files in folders that can be accessed
and shared by the employees. This ensures supervise the flow of information between management and lower level employees. This also allows the front-line employees to be part of the decision-making process and therefore feel motivated and committed to making a task. Be sociovel, share! The Internet offers global connectivity and a flexible
platform for the continuing flow of information across the enterprise and between the company and its customers and suppliers. It is the primary technology infrastructure for electronic commerce, electronic business and emerging digital company. In electronic commerce (e-commerce), companies can exchange the transactions of purchase and
electronic sale between themselves and with individual customers. ELECTORY (E-business) USA Internet and other digital technologies for organizational communication and coordination, collaboration with business partners, and the management of the company, as well as for Electronic Commentary Transactions. Digital companies use Internet
technology intensively to manage their internal processes and customer relationships, suppliers and other external entities. And - the government uses the Internet and the intranets to improve the delivery of government services, make internal operations more efficient and citizens for electronically networks with other citizens. 1 Explain why
information systems are so essential in the business today. Learning objectives understanding the effects of information systems in and his relationship with globalization. Explain why information systems are so essential in the business today. Define a system of information and describe your management components, organization and technology.
Students may not know exactly what is understood by globalization or can have an incomplete understanding of the deadline. You can ask students what they think that means. Potential answers may include: reduction of economic and cultural advantages of developed countries, increased number of companies with operations in various countries
around the world, and greater dependence on imports and exports Goods (and jobs). The globalization will be discussed in subsequent slides. 2 Learning Objectives (cont.) Define complementary assets and explain how they guarantee that information systems provide genuine value for an organization. Describe the different academic disciplines used
to study information systems and explain how each contribute to our understanding of them. Explain what is meant by a perspective of sociot ethical systems. The perspective of sociotechnic systems maintains that the ideal organizational performance is reached together, optimizing the used social and technical systems - â € â €
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